Sound Bites in front of the Abyss of God’s Wrath

#9 - Jonah-II New Year’s Resolution 2017
A New Year’s resolution is like summing up experiences, highlighted events from the past, and then
project possible predictions for the next year - either good or bad, we should use history linked to
Torah-Bible prophecy. Ten years ago the Creator ELOHIM appointed a Jonah-II to give warning to
our civilization, which has maxed out the Richter scale of Wickedness to test God’s Wrath once
more. It will end similar to the Atlantis Civilization that totally perished reported by Noah 2288 BC.
After 2000 years Yeshua-Jesus is again the central person worldwide in the forefront of his Grand
Plan for Mankind since the beginning of this universe in 4488 BC researching ancient history with
true science. Some can visit global museums investigating ancient bronze-gold clocks measuring
earth wobbles embedded in various calendars (free Babushka egg concept book #3), thus it is
possible to date future events. The Creator ELOHIM had to change the Kosmos management, so he
created a different species, because the angels could no longer be trusted after Lucifer’s rebellion.
Many YouTube videos are assembled in a large web choir, each singing their own life script to
reach a crescendo like Handel’s Messiah to retell their story of life-death or redemption. Again,
Kosmos evil is met in Judgment, but because of God’s Mercy, it might be delayed if people repent
like at Nineveh, or executed as in Sodom and Gomorrah. The divine Plan for Mankind was destined
6000 years to end Satan’s control over mankind followed by a Sabbath rest after Solstice 2017.
Jonah-II laid out many Apocalypse events published in 14 Babushka egg concept books and pearls
to describe God’s Plan for Mankind suppressed in churches and universities. Knowledge in true
science is embedded in the Torah-Bible to complement a paradox understanding: many exist as
mankind has forgotten lessons not learned from ancient history to teach truth. Nature teaches many
concepts to understand a Bible better mirror imaged in physics and forbidden metaphysics.
Projecting Torah-Bible prophecy only two events remain to end the Apocalypse birth pangs: one is
the appearance of Antichrist and his prophet, perhaps the Pope, similar to Hitler-Goebbels based in
the Daleth dimension. The other two witnesses are from the other side Heh dimension like Satan
morphed on earth opposed by Elijah prophesied by Jesus and Malachi observed in Babushka
Pearlettes. Many YouTube videos appointed Obama as the Antichrist; however, he remains in office
until 21 January 2017 when the US Congress, Senators, Justices - the whole shadow government is
assembled in the building, perhaps before having a basement Sodom-Gomorrah Illuminati party.
Will a 9/11 NYC event be repeated to end the US government parallel to ending the 240-year US
Constitution like mirror imaged in a Samson Bible story? (Judges 16:30) Many prophecy events
were described in Babushka Pearls like #666, #276, #251 confirmed in the video new Fed Coin:
http://www.caseyresearch.com/cs/project-fedcoin-presentation-cs
Never was so much authority concentrated in one individual mortal ever to have lived on earth being
the US Military and European NATO commander controlling most submarines and the sky
stretching around the globe all held back by a nuclear button for total life extinction. Many questions
surrounding Obama still exist, like museum experts skilled in forgery pointed out that his birth
certificate was faked. The White House controls many wars, manipulated with a fiat currency
printed by the NYC psychopath bankers club, only to elect corrupt government and globally
dictators with huge bailouts ending in quicksand. Will an Islamic Trojan Horse pass on his supreme
reign to the next elected president Trump and retire, or become the biggest global emperor in 6000year history, thus becoming the Antichrist? Will another faked 9/11 event initiate the Fourth Seal in
Revelation 6:7 globally killing billions, a quarter of the earth’s population and usher in Jacob’s
Trouble 6 months later, killing 4 million Jews in Israel ending the Apocalypse? Will you survive
God’s Wrath with a 90 % population loss? Thus why not believe Yeshua’s promise to live forever.
Bible-Prophecy has always come true. When a civilization becomes absolute Evil - destroying all
life on earth with hi-technology, historically it has perished in an Apocalypse. It is a big affront to the
Creator, violating many of his Kosmos laws that maintained mankind for 4300 years and never
missed a season to give us food, but denying his sovereign right? My advice is to wake up and get
your sins forgiven by Yeshua to be safe. One way another his divine judgment will end after 2017!
www.apocalypse2008-2015.com

